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In this paper, the dependence of the differential Raman cross section � of the D, G, D�, and G� bands of
nanographites on the excitation laser energy and also on the crystallite size is reported. We show that �G is
proportional to the fourth power of the excitation laser energy �El�, as predicted by the Raman scattering
theory. For the bands which arise from the double-resonance mechanism �D, D�, and G��, the differential cross
section does not depend on El, explaining the strong dependence of the ratio ID / IG on the excitation laser
energy El used in the Raman experiment. The La dependence of D and D� band differential cross sections is
measured, confirming that the proportionality ID / IG�La

−1 originates from the strong dependence of �D on the
inverse of the crystallite size. In the G� band case, the data show that its differential cross section increases
with the increasing crystallite size La, following an opposite behavior when compared with the disorder
induced D and D� bands. An analysis on the dependence of the full width at half maximum ��� of the D, G,
D�, and G� bands on the crystallite size La of nanographites is performed, showing that the phonon lifetime is
proportional to the crystallite size.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interest in the Raman spectrum of nanographite struc-
tures increased recently with the report on the massless and
relativistic properties of the conduction electrons in a single
graphene layer responsible for the unusual properties of the
quantum Hall effect in this system,1–3 and the focus is justi-
fied by the richness of Raman spectroscopy of graphitic sys-
tems. The Raman spectrum of nanographites can be used to
determine the in-plane size �La� of the crystallites,4–11 and
the disorder-induced bands in the Raman spectrum of a
graphite edge can be analyzed in order to identify the local
atomic arrangement, defining if the edge has an armchair or
zigzag shape.12 Raman scattering can be used in order to
determine if a nanographite sample presents stacking order
or turbostratic structure.13–16 In the case of graphene samples
with a few layers, Raman spectroscopy gives a fingerprint for
the determination of the number of stacked planes which
compose the graphene piece.17–19

Besides its many practical applications, Raman scattering
in nanographitic systems is also a rich scientific subject,
involving resonance conditions and defect-induced pro-
cesses.20–24 The intensities of the features present in the
Raman spectrum of nanographites are known to be strongly
dependent on their structural �defect-related� properties. The
ratio between the intensities �integrated areas� of the
disorder-induced D band ��1350 cm−1� and the first-order
allowed G band ��1580 cm−1� is inversely proportional
to the crystallite size La of nanographites, that is,
ID / IG�1/La.4–8 Another remarkable characteristic in the Ra-
man spectrum of nanographites is the strong dependence of
the ratio ID / IG on the excitation laser energy El used in the
Raman experiment, i.e., ID / IG�El

−4.7,8 These properties have
attracted the attention of many theoretical and experimental
groups to the theme.9,10,20–28

Despite the large amount of experimental data available in
the literature concerning the values of the ratio ID / IG,6–11 the

experimental study of the absolute intensities of the D and G
Raman bands of nanographite systems is still missing. In this
case, the origin of the dependence of the ratio ID / IG on the
excitation laser energy could not be surely explained until
now, since the dependence of the G and D band absolute
intensities on El are both unknown. In this paper, an experi-
mental study of the absolute Raman cross section of the
main features in the Raman spectrum of nanographite
samples with different crystallite sizes La and using different
values of excitation laser energies �in the visible range� is
presented. The analysis includes the disorder-induced D�
band29 ��1620 cm−1� and the two-phonon band associated
with the D band, the so-called G� band, occurring at
�2700 cm−1.30,31 The samples have no stacking order and
present well defined crystallite borders, being considered as
prototypes of two-dimensional nanographite systems.7,16 The
Raman data obtained reveal the dependence of the absolute
intensities �D and �G on the crystallite size and excitation
laser energy El for nanographites, showing that the depen-
dence of the ratio ID / IG on El is caused by a deviation of the
D band intensity from the �4 dependence predicted by the
Raman scattering theory.32–40 The absolute differential cross
section for the G� band is also obtained, giving support to the
analysis of the D band intensity dependence on the excitation
laser energy and indicating that such a deviation from the �4

dependence occurs for those bands which originate from the
double-resonance process. Moreover, this result indicates
that the deviation of the D and D� intensities from the �4

dependence cannot be associated with the electron-defect in-
teraction matrix elements. The La dependence of D and D�
band differential cross sections is measured, confirming that
the proportionality ID / IG�La

−1 originated from the strong de-
pendence of �D on the inverse of the crystallite size. The
data allow us to establish a general equation giving the de-
pendence of the ratio ID� / IG on the excitation laser energy
and crystallite size La. In contrast with the disorder-induced
D and D� bands, the results show that the differential cross
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section of the G� band increases with increasing crystallite
size La. An analysis of the dependence on the full width at
half maximum ��� of the D, G, D�, and G� bands on the
crystallite size La of nanographites is performed, showing
that the phonon lifetime is proportional to the crystallite size.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The Raman spectra of nanographites were measured in a
Dilor XY spectrometer setup, using five excitation laser en-
ergies, El=1.92, 2.18, 2.41, 2.54, and 2.71 eV. The samples
were nanographite films with average in-plane crystallite
sizes La=20, 35, and 65 nm �for details about the synthesis
of the samples and measurement of the crystallite sizes, see
Ref. 7�. The small linewidths � observed for the disorder-
induced D and D� bands �shown in Sec. VII� indicate that the
samples have a narrow crystallite size distribution �see line-
widths for spectra at Refs. 4 and 5 for comparison�. This fact
is also supported by the scanning tunneling microscopy
�STM� study of the samples reported in Ref. 7. Previous
x-ray diffraction and Raman spectroscopy analyses have
shown that these samples do not present stacking order but,
instead, have a turbostratic structure.16 The spectrometer in-
tensity calibration was performed using a standard LS-1-
CAL-INT tungsten halogen calibrated light source provided
by NIST. The absolute values of the differential Raman cross
section were obtained by comparison with those obtained
from the Raman bands of the cyclohexane liquid �C6H12�, for
which the dependence of the absolute Raman cross sections
is known from the literature.41 The Raman spectra of the
nanographite samples were obtained under the same condi-
tions, with a fixed incident laser intensity I0=6.25
�108 mW/cm2 and accumulation time t=60 s.

III. EXCITATION LASER ENERGY DEPENDENCE
FOR THE ABSOLUTE RAMAN CROSS SECTION

OF NANOGRAPHITES

Figure 1 shows the calibrated Raman spectra �spectral dif-
ferential cross section ��� of the nanographite sample with
La=35 nm, obtained using the five distinct values of El after
applying the procedure necessary for the intensity calibration
process. The graphic shows an increase on the G band inten-
sity with the excitation laser energy. For the D, D�, and G�
bands, the spectral differential cross section is roughly con-
stant.

Figures 2�a�–2�c� show the differential cross section �
�integrated area� for D, G, and D� bands vs the excitation
laser energy El, obtained from the samples with La=20 nm
�Fig. 2�a��, La=35 nm �Fig. 2�b��, and La=65 nm �Fig. 2�c��.
It is clear in Fig. 2 that the differential cross sections of the
disorder-induced D and D� bands do not depend consider-
ably on the excitation laser energy. On the other hand, the
differential cross section of the G band increases with in-
creasing excitation laser energy. Considering that the differ-
ential Raman cross section is predicted to follow the propor-
tionality ��El

4�W�2 in the so-called �4 dependence,44 where
W is the microscopic amplitude probability obtained from
the time dependent perturbation theory,32–40 the solid curves

in Figs. 2�a�–2�c� are the fits for the G band ��G� data, �G

�El
4, in agreement with the theory of Raman scattering.
In contrast to the G band data, the experimental data for

the D and D� bands in Figs. 2�a�–2�c� indicate that �D and
�D� do not follow the �4 dependence. In fact, deviation from
the �4 dependence occurs for bands originated from reso-
nance processes in which the matrix elements composing the
amplitude probability W carry some dependence on El.

42

These results show that the dependence of the ratio ID / IG on
the excitation laser energy observed by many authors7,8,11

comes from the fact that the G band differential cross section
is proportional to El

4 and that the D band differential cross
section does not change with the excitation laser energy.

The mechanism giving rise to the G band is quite different
from that giving rise to the D and D� bands. The G band is a
first-order allowed band originated from the doubly degener-
ated vibrational mode �6

+ �E2g� that occurs at the crossing of
the iLO and iTO phonon branches at the � point in the first
Brillouin zone of graphite.4,5 The D and D� scatterings are
defect-induced double-resonance processes which become
Raman active at the borders of the graphite crystallites due to
loss of translational symmetry.4,5,23,24 Therefore, the differen-

FIG. 1. �Color online� The spectral differential cross section of
the D, G, D�, and G� bands for the nanographite sample with
La=35 nm, using five different values of El �indicated at the top of
each spectrum�. The same vertical scale was used for the five spec-
tra for comparison.
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tial Raman cross section for the D and D� bands includes an
additional matrix element term associated with the electron-
defect interaction Hamiltonian, which is absent in the G band
differential cross section.23,24 In order to check if the devia-
tion from the �4 dependence observed for the D and D� band
absolute intensities is associated with the electron-defect in-
teraction matrix element, we have also measured the G� band
absolute intensity. The G� band is the overtone of the D
band, and it does not require a disorder-induced process to
become active, since momentum conservation is guaranteed
in two-phonon Raman processes. Figure 2�d� shows the mea-
sured values of �G� vs the excitation laser energy for the
samples with crystallite sizes La=20, 35, and 65 nm. As de-
picted in Fig. 2�d�, �G� is affected by the crystallite size La,
but it does not depend on the excitation laser energy, similar
to the case of the D and D� bands. This result indicates that
the deviation of the D and D� intensities from the �4 depen-
dence is not associated with the electron-defect interaction
matrix elements.

These results are in agreement with the recent work where
the square modulus of the transition probability �W�2 is pre-
dicted to be proportional to �l

−4 for the D band scattering.28

Therefore, the square modulus of the transition probability
cancels the �4 dependence for the D band cross section. It is
also shown in this work that the dependence on �l

−4 of the
square modulus of the transition rate for the D band scatter-
ing comes from the electron-radiation coupling matrix ele-
ment in the double-resonance process of spatially confined
nanographites. Since the D� and G� bands are also generated
by a double-resonance mechanism, this result should also
apply, in agreement with the observations reported in this
section.

IV. CRYSTALLITE SIZE La DEPENDENCE
FOR THE DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS

OF THE DISORDER-INDUCED D AND D� BANDS

The borders of the crystallites work as defects involved in
the double-resonance process, giving rise to the D and D�
bands in the Raman spectra of nanographites.12 Therefore,
the D and D� band differential cross sections are expected to
be proportional to the amount of crystallite boundary in the
nanographite sample, which means that they should be in-
versely proportional to the crystallite size La. Figure 3 shows
the plot of the D �filled symbols� and D� �open symbols�
band differential cross sections vs the inverse of the crystal-
lite size La, using the five values of El. The plot shows that
both �D and �D� are linearly proportional to 1/La, as pre-
dicted by Tuinstra and Koenig for the D band scattering.4,5

The dependencies of �D and �D� on 1/La were quantified
from the linear fits depicted in Fig. 3 �solid line for the D
band data, and dashed line for the D� data�, giving �D
=405/La and �D�=115/La, respectively, where �D and �D�
are given in 10−30 cm2/sr and La is given in nanometers.

Although the ratio ID / IG in nanographitic systems has
been measured previously by many groups,6–11 our measure-
ment of the D band differential cross section shows that the
proportionality ID / IG�La

−1 originated from the strong depen-
dence of �D on the inverse of the crystallite size.
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FIG. 2. The differential cross section of the D, G, and D� bands
vs the excitation laser energy El, obtained from the samples with �a�
La=20 nm, �b� La=35 nm, and �c� La=65 nm. �d� The differential
cross section of the G� band vs the excitation laser energy, for the
samples with crystallite sizes La=20, 35, and 65 nm.
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V. La AND El DEPENDENCIES OF THE RATIOS
�D /�G AND �D� /�G

Figure 4 shows the plot of the ratios �D /�G �solid
squares� and �D� /�G �empty squares� vs the inverse of the
product El

4La for the data depicted in Figs. 2�a�–2�c�. The
lines �solid and dashed lines for the D and D� band data,
respectively� are linear plots giving the following relations:

�D

�G
=

560

LaEl
4 �1�

and

�D�

�G
=

160

LaEl
4 , �2�

where La and El are in nanometers and eV, respectively.
While Eq. �1� confirms our result previously reported in Ref.
7, Eq. �2� gives an expression associating the crystallite size

La with the ratio �D� /�G, for experiments using any excita-
tion laser energy in the visible range.

VI. CRYSTALLITE SIZE La DEPENDENCE OF THE G
AND G� BAND DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS

Figure 5�a� shows the plot of the product �GEl
−4 vs the

crystallite size La. It is clear in Fig. 5�a� that, by excluding
the dependence of the absolute cross section of the G band
on the excitation laser energy, the G band absolute intensity

FIG. 3. Plot of the D �filled symbols� and D� �open symbols�
band differential cross sections vs the inverse of the crystallite size
La, obtained using the five values of El.

FIG. 4. Plot of the ratios �D /�G �solid squares� and �D� /�G

�empty squares� vs the inverse of the product El
4La, for the whole

data obtained in the experiment. The lines �solid and dashed lines
for the D and D� band data, respectively� are the linear fit originat-
ing Eqs. �1� and �2�.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� �a� Plot of the product �GEl
−4 vs the

crystallite size La. �b� The differential cross section of the G� band
vs the crystallite size La. �c� The ratio �G� /�G vs the inverse of the
crystallite size La, for the data obtained using five different values
of El.
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does not depend considerably on the crystallite size La.
Figure 5�b� shows the plot of the differential cross section

of the G� band vs the crystallite size La. As shown in Fig.
5�b�, the absolute intensity of the G� band has a direction
opposite to that followed by the D and D� bands, since �G�
becomes stronger with increasing La. These results should
not be associated with the amount of carbon material under
illumination, since the sample completely fills the laser focus
in all cases.

Figure 5�c� shows the plot of the ratio �G� /�G with the
inverse of the crystallite size La, for the data obtained using
five different values of El. The extrapolation of the experi-
mental data for an infinite graphene crystal �dashed lines in
Fig. 5�c�� shows that the absolute intensity of the G� band is
larger than the absolute intensity of the G band, the value of
the ratio �G� /�G estimated to be about 2.5 and 5 for experi-
ments using the 2.41 and 1.92 eV excitation laser lines, re-
spectively. These values are in good agreement with the re-
sults obtained from Refs. 17–19 for micron-sized graphene
samples, showing that the strong dependence of the G� band
on the crystallite size La gives rise to the relatively high
values of the ratio �G� /�G observed in these systems.

VII. CRYSTALLITE SIZE La DEPENDENCE OF THE FULL
WIDTH AT HALF MAXIMUM

Figure 6 shows the plot of the full width at half maximum
�FWHM� � for the D, D�, G, and G� bands �Figs. 6�a�, 6�b�,
6�c�, and 6�d�, respectively� vs the crystallite size observed
in the Raman spectra taken from the samples with La=20,
35, and 65 nm, using five different values for the excitation
laser energy El. The linear fits �dashed lines in Figs.
6�a�–6�d�� show that � is proportional to 1/La for the D, D�,
G, and G� bands and does not depend significantly on El.
The linear fit parameters A and B are given in Table I, where
the notation �=A+BLa

−1 has been used. It is interesting to
note that the slope parameter B is similar for the one-phonon
process bands ��550 cm−1 nm� and approximately twice for
the two-phonon G� band process �1000 cm−1 nm�.

The proportionality between � and 1/La observed in Fig.
6 can be discussed in the following terms: If the crystallite
size is smaller than the phonon mean free path, the phonon
lifetime � will be proportional to the crystallite size La. Since
the FWHM is determined by lifetime effects in Raman bands
involving resonance conditions,43 we have ��1/� and, con-
sequently, ��1/La.

We must consider that the phonon lifetime can be shorter
for samples with small La due to the presence of defects in
the crystallites, increasing the probability for the phonon-
defect scattering. However, it does not seem to occur in the
present case. First, the relatively small linewidth of the Ra-
man bands obtained from the samples used in this experi-
ment, when compared with those obtained from samples
with similar values of the ratio ID / IG reported in other works
�see linewidths for spectra at Refs. 4 and 5 for comparison�,
gives evidence that the samples used here exhibit a low den-
sity of defects inside the crystallites. Moreover, Fig. 7 shows
two STM images, with atomic resolution, obtained from the
surface of a crystallite at the sample with La=65 nm. The

atomic arrangement of the carbon atoms observed in these
pictures indicates that the samples are actually formed by
nanographitic crystallites instead of disordered carbon. Fi-
nally, another strong evidence that the size of the crystallites
actually defines the phonon lifetime is the value of parameter
A in Table I. Considering that the FWHM obtained here is
due to the finite size of the crystallites, parameter A corre-

FIG. 6. The full width at half maximum � for the D, D�, G, and
G� bands ��a�, �b�, �c�, and �d�, respectively� vs the crystallite size
observed in the Raman spectra taken from the samples with La

=20, 35, and 65 nm, using five different values for the excitation
laser energy El.
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sponds to the extrapolation for the value of the FWHM of the
respective band obtained from the Raman spectrum of a
sample with an infinite La. In fact, the values of A obtained
here are very close to the FWHM values recently reported in
Refs. 17–19 for the Raman bands obtained from micron-
sized graphene samples.

VIII. FINAL REMARKS

In summary, we have reported in this paper the depen-
dence of the absolute differential cross section � of the D, G,
D�, and G� bands on the excitation laser energy �in the vis-
ible range� and also on the crystallite size. We show that �G
is proportional to the fourth power of the excitation laser
energy, as predicted by the Raman scattering theory. For the
bands arising from the double-resonance mechanism �D, D�,
and G��, the absolute differential cross section does not de-
pend on El. The results show that the dependence of the ratio
ID / IG on El is caused by a deviation of the D band intensity
from the �4 dependence predicted by the Raman scattering

theory. The La dependence of D and D� band absolute dif-
ferential cross sections is measured, confirming that the pro-
portionality ID / IG�La

−1 originates from the strong depen-
dence of �D on the inverse of the crystallite size. The same
treatment shows a strong enhancement of the absolute differ-
ential cross section of the G� band with increasing crystallite
size La. An analysis on the dependence of the full width at
half maximum ��� of the D, G, D�, and G� bands on La of
nanographites is performed, showing that the phonon life-
time is proportional to the crystallite size.
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using a Nanoscope II MultiMode microscope from Digital Instru-
ments. For more details, see Ref. 7.
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